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Jordana Blejmar (University of Liverpool, UK), Digital Memories of 
Disappearance and the Virtual Community of Post-Orphans in Argentina 

This paper analyses blogs, digital art galleries and experimental cyber literature that 
pay testament to a new virtual community of ‘post-orphans’ (Gatti, 2007) in 
Argentina, an epithet that alludes to artists and children of disappeared parents who 
have produced creative memories out of their condition. Examples of such works 
include Mariana Eva Perez’s online-diary Diario de una princesa montonera.110% 
verdad and Félix Bruzzone’s micro-fictions posted on his Facebook page. 

            I argue that these works construct a rhizomatic map of aesthetics and common 
concerns linked to a generational memory that circulates outside more established 
fields and disciplines such as cinema or literature, constituting an original means, 
both in content and form, of discussing the legacy of the traumatic past. The 
fragmentary, episodic and playful nature of blogs and social networks allow these 
artists to create narratives removed from the solemnity that often characterises 
academic papers or human rights discourses on the subject. Thus, these digital 
memories remind us that the borders of the sayable, particularly when it comes to 
the 1976-1983 dictatorship, are not imposed only by hegemonic politics of memory 
or by the ineffable nature of the events in question, but also by the norms of the 
genres and mediums that we use to speak about them. Finally, I suggest that the 
Internet has became a communal, affective and interactive space that bonds these 
artists not only to each other but also to their anonymous readers, redefining the 
concept of ‘collective memory’ in the digital age. 

 

Brian Mackern (Uruguay) ‘This Too Shall Pass’: Memories and Noises 
from the Waterfront // 53°24’N 2°59’W - Liverpool.  

In this piece, Brian Mackern addresses the representation of places and different 
aspects of the localization of ‘being’. The meaning of ‘being’ is in his view twofold: to 
be oneself while also being (or not) in a place or environment. What aspects are 
involved in that ‘being’? Memories and/or remembrance? How do we reconstruct 
these memories? How do these memories evolve into their own reproduction every 
time we bring them into the light of consciousness? How does noise (as external 
information that intermingles with memory and remembrance) add up to create 
these representations? Which input/output media work inside us to build these 
memories? What activates long forgotten memories of childhood? As the famous 
movie put it: is déjà vu a glitch in the matrix? 



Ports are waypoints on a trip, ingesting and refashioning cultures, rebuilding urban 
traces and histories. Ports construct societies and are ways of reinserting new and old 
meanings into our ways of seeing and being in the world; they provide opportunities 
for an outsider stuck inside another culture to question his being in this world. They 
are, in other words, interfaces. 

For this artwork, Brian reworked the footage obtained through his dérives (as a 
series of unplanned journeys along a urbanscape) in Liverpool. That gathering of 
information and recording of sound and visual material is then remixed by different 
parameters (volume levels, transparencies, zooms, fragmentations, crossfadings, 
speeds of timelines, etc.) controlled by Liverpool’s “socio economic historic curve” of 
last century. 

 Thea Pitman (University of Leeds, UK), ‘Você sabe quem inventou a 
Rede? The Poetics of Digital Indigeneity Online’ 

From the very early days of the existence of the internet, there have circulated 
discourses of digital nativity and virtual ethnicity, of online communities cast as 
villages and as tribes (cf. Poster 1998, Prensky 2001). This amounts to a colonisation 
of the discourse of indigeneity that has assumed that cyberspace is the place where 
typically white, educated, affluent, urban people can have their chance to experiment 
with being indigenous. And it assumes that people with a socially recognised offline 
claim to indigeneity are not online to disturb that appropriation of the discourse. 

By contrast, this paper examines how a group of indigenous peoples in the North-
East of Brazil have sought to elaborate a poetics of ‘digital indigeneity’ via a short, 
self-reflexive film made for circulation on their website, Indios Online, and titled 
Indígenas digitais (2010). It considers the ways in which the group’s self-
presentation may take advantage of the aforementioned discourses of digital nativity 
and virtual ethnicity to enhance their visibility at an international level, and how a 
conceptualisation of ‘digital indigeneity’ may successfully negotiate the pitfalls of 
online indigenous presence often cited as reasons why ‘real’ indigeneity is 
incompatible with the internet. Indeed, ‘digital indigeneity’ may be seen to offer an 
excellent example of the ‘cyborg skills required for survival under techno-human 
conditions’ that Chela Sandoval has argued are commonly found among the 
‘colonized peoples of the Americas’ (Sandoval 1999: 248). 

 

  

  

  

Claire Taylor (University of Liverpool, UK), ‘From Multimedia Novela 
Negra to Digital Góngora: Digital Poetics in the Works of Jaime 
Alejandro Rodríguez and Belén Gache’ 



 This paper will offer a comparative analysis of two Latin American authors of digital 
fiction, Belén Gache (Argentina) and Jaime Alejandro Rodríguez (Colombia), and 
will explore how each use the digital realm in order to revitalize pre-existing literary 
formats and genres. I argue that what marks out the poetic practice of both these 
authors are not only the intertextual references to other works of literature, but also 
the metatextual references to the process of the works’ own (digital) creation. 

The paper firstly considers Rodríguez’s hypermedia narrative, Golpe de gracia 
(2006), and argues that it functions as a novela negra for the digital age, taking up 
some of the stock devices of the genre and yet thwarting and reworking them in this 
complex multimedia narrative. The reader becomes the proxy for the detective, as 
s/he must navigate the various components, including sound files, still images, video 
files, text and video games. 

Subsequently, the paper considers Gache’s Góngora Wordtoys (2011), and analyses 
how in this collection digital technologies come to stand for, and are allied with, 
Baroque literary innovation. I argue that the techniques employed by Gache in the 
presentation of the individual poems make overt reference to digital technologies 
themselves, often referencing deliberately dated or limited technologies, and I 
explore how Gache’s practice often plays with (and yet questions or thwarts) key 
notions of interactive literature. 

 Marina Zerbarini (UNA, Argentina),  ‘Síntesis simbiótica entre un ser 
vivo y una máquina. Instalación Experimental’ 

Síntesis simbiótica entre un ser vivo y una máquina es una incubadora artificial de 
aves que posibilita la germinación de pollitos en tiempo real. Este antiquísimo 
reemplazo de un ser vivo con alguna otra forma existente es lo que inventaron los 
egipcios al germinar huevos con el calor del estiércol, -pone de manifiesto la 
posibilidad de relaciones de organismos de distinta naturaleza-. Según Lyn 
Margullis, el origen de nuestra existencia surgió a raíz de la relación simbiótica de 
diferentes mundos naturales que ella denomina simbiogénesis, o sea seres simples 
especializados que en diferentes funciones establecen alianzas y pactos para crear 
superestructuras cada vez más complejas. 

En este caso un artefacto eléctrico, no profesional, ni casero, sino producido con fines 
artísticos, genera el calor para la incubación de huevos de aves en tiempo natural, 
ejemplifica no solo la simbiosis de elementos diferentes, -maquínicos y seres vivos-, 
sino también el proceso que ambos desarrollan. Los tiempos que esto involucra 
aluden a las máquinas y a la biología, demostraría según Ilya Prigogine, que en la 
biología el tiempo es irreversible, dinámico y evolutivo, y lo artificial es determinista 
y reversible. La materia ya no es pasiva sino relacionada a actividades y procesos 
espontáneos. Esta relación propuesta entre un artefacto y seres vivos es una nueva 
relación, observable a través de un proceso en donde la materia se ve modificada por 
la actividad de algo maquínico, a los 21 días irrumpe la realidad: el nacimiento de un 
ser de sangre caliente. 

 


